
School Inc.: Can We Scale Up Educational Excellence?
grew up in Montreal in the ’70s and
’80s. Midway through high school,
my parents brought home an Apple
II computer. Remember when Indi-

ana Jones first sets eyes on the “Ark of the
Covenant” in Raiders of the Lost Ark?Yeah.
It was like that.
Not a great surprise, then, that my first

job out of college was writing code for
Microsoft. Eventually, though, I had to admit
that programming for a living was leaving
me unfulfilled.
By coincidence, while mulling alternative

lines of work in the fall of 1992, I heard that
Oregonians were about to vote on something
called a “school voucher” initiative. If enacted,
it would allow families to take the funding
that normally went to their assigned school
district and use it at the public or private
school of their choice. I didn’t pay a lot of
attention at first, but, in the back of my
mind, I assumed the initiative would pass,
because it would give young couples and
parents with school children more educational
choices. And most grandparents would pre-
sumably want expanded educational options
for their grandkids. I assumed that that cov-

ered the bulk of the voting population, so
I didn’t see how it could lose.
It went down by about two to one. I was

mystified and fascinated. Then on December
17, 1993, President Bill Clinton hosted an
event in the White House’s Roosevelt Room.
The guest of honor was TV Guidemogul
and former ambassador to the United King-
dom Walter Annenberg. Concerned that
America’s public schools were falling short
on a host of levels, Annenberg pledged half
a billion dollars to discover how they could

be improved on a mass scale. President Clin-
ton captured the task perfectly:

[The] people in this room who
have devoted their lives to education
are constantly plagued by the fact that
nearly every problem has been solved
by somebody somewhere, and yet we
can’t seem to replicate it everywhere
else. . . . That is the central challenge
of this age in education. 

BY ANDREW COULSON

Continued on page 6

In his documentary School Inc., ANDREW COULSON, dressed in 1970s clothes, discusses the
last great innovation in public schooling: the blackboard, which was invented in the late 1700s.
Little has changed in the classroom since then, and American test scores have remained flat
since the 1970s, stuck in the disco era. See page 17. 
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ANDREW COULSON (1967–2016) was the director of
the Cato Institute’s Center for Educational Freedom
and the author of Market Education: The Unknown 
History. This article is based on his documentary 
series, School Inc., appearing on public television 
stations this spring and summer.
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CHA IRMAN ’S  MESS A GE

BY ROBERT A. LEVY

“Liberals
seem to have 
rediscovered
federalism.   

Republicans
now appear

willing to aban-
don federalist 

principles 
in favor of

strong central
government.

I
n the aftermath of the Trump election, liberals
seem to have rediscovered federalism—although
grounded less on principle than on the conviction
that states’ rights might better serve the progres-

sive agenda. Not to be outdone, Republicans, who now
control both legislative and executive branches, appear
willing to abandon federalist principles in favor of strong
central government freshly enabled to advance conser-
vative preferences.
That role reversal is reflected in positions on issues

such as drug legalization, tort reform, sanctuary cities, and
gun control—reinforced by flawed views of the Constitu-
tion’s Commerce Clause, spending power, and the Second
Amendment.  
Let’s start with Congress’s power to regulate interstate

commerce. Marijuana in some form is now legal in 44
states. But under federal law, the use, possession, sale, cul-
tivation, and transportation of marijuana is illegal. What
say our conservative champions of federalism? 
Republican drug warriors—buttressed by liberal Jus-

tice John Paul Stevens’s 2005 opinion in Raich v. Gonza-
les—have invoked the infinitely elastic Commerce Clause
to justify national prohibition. Indeed, Attorney General
Jeff Sessions criticized President Barack Obama for not
being tough enough on marijuana, saying “You have to
have leadership from Washington.” And White House
press secretary Sean Spicer confirmed on February 23 that
the Justice Department will be doing more to enforce fed-
eral marijuana laws. 
Never mind the warning from conservative Justice

Clarence Thomas, who dissented in Raichdespite his anti-
drug predilections. Thomas wrote that Raich used mari-
juana that had never been bought or sold, had never crossed
state lines, and had no demonstrated effect on the national
market. He added, if Congress can regulate that under the
Commerce Clause, then it could regulate virtually any-
thing—quilting bees, clothes drives, and potluck suppers.
Or consider tort reform—especially malpractice cases,

in which the litigants are almost always from the same state.
Nowhere in the Constitution is there a federal power to set
rules that control lawsuits by in-state plaintiffs against in-
state doctors for in-state malpractice. Some malpractice
awards may be shocking, and the impact may be wide-
spread. But not every national problem is a federal problem. 
Nonetheless, House Speaker Paul Ryan and Tom

Price, secretary of health and human services, have
pledged to include tort reform in their replacement for

the Affordable Care Act. They say frivolous lawsuits are
inflating malpractice insurance premiums, which raise
health care costs. The remedy: nationalize malpractice re-
lief. So much for the federalist notion that the states
should serve as 50 experimental laboratories.
Ditto when it comes to the spending power and sanc-

tuary cities. Mayors in several cities— including Los An-
geles, Chicago, and New York—have refused to cooperate
with federal immigration authorities in detaining and de-
porting illegal aliens. In response, President Trump has
promised to cut federal funding for those cities. That
threat ignores two principles of federalism.
First, while federal law supersedes conflicting state law,

and states may not impede federal enforcement, neither
the president nor Congress can commandeer state offi-
cials to execute federal law. Second, the feds may not deny
funding to states in a manner that essentially compels co-
operation. That’s how the Obama administration tried to
force states to expand Medicaid—by withholding all Med-
icaid funding if a state said no. The Supreme Court re-
minded the administration that a coercive condition
imposed on receipt of federal funds is incompatible with
federalism and thus unconstitutional. 
Finally, consider the Second Amendment and the right

to bear arms. On November 8, voters in California, Ne-
vada, and Washington opted for stricter gun control. Some
conservatives demand national gun control standards. But
Second Amendment rights are not absolute. Local juris-
dictions retain the ability to regulate the manner of carry-
ing guns, prohibit carrying in sensitive places, bar weapons
that are not covered by the Second Amendment, and dis-
qualify possession by dangerous individuals. And federal-
ism dictates that what’s allowed in the hills of Montana
need not be allowed in downtown Chicago.
Recall that the essence of federalism is dual sover-

eignty—shared authority between federal and state govern-
ments to shield individuals from concentrations of power.
Justice Anthony Kennedy in United States v. Bondput it this
way: “By denying any one government complete jurisdic-
tion over all the concerns of public life, federalism protects
the liberty of the individual.” That means the proper balance
between federal and state power must be rooted in the
Constitution’s embrace of limited government and individ-
ual liberty—not liberal or conservative politics.

”

Volte-Face: Federalism in the Age of Trump 
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T
homas Piketty’s Capital in the 21st Century made a
splash when it was published by Harvard University
Press, and was widely cited by those in politics and
media—but few people have actually read all 704 of

its pages. Is it really the compelling case against capitalism that
some believe it to be?  In a new Cato book, Anti-Piketty: Capital for
the 21st Century, a diverse group of scholars from several different
fields, including historians, economists, and tax experts, offer 
a thorough rebuttal of his claims. The collection is edited by
Emmanuel Martin of the Institute for Economic Studies-Europe,
and Jean-Philippe Delsol and Nicolas Lecaussin of the Institute for
Research in Economic and Fiscal Issues.  

The first section of the book investigates Piketty’s flawed vision
of the world—his zero-sum depiction of the economy, for example,

and his narrow consideration of in-
come inequality. As Nicholas Eber-
stadt points out, Piketty and his sup-
porters tend to focus only on economic
inequality, specifically income inequali-
ty, despite the fact that many other
forms of inequality that affect human
wellbeing are rapidly improving—
longevity and education, for example.
“If we widen our gaze just a bit, it
should be almost immediately appar-
ent that a number of remarkable
worldwide trends are not only improv-

ing the human condition overall, but also making that condition
markedly less unequal,” Eberstadt writes. 

The second section of the book fact-checks Piketty’s statistical
claims. Chris Giles writes a chapter on his Financial Times investiga-
tion into Piketty’s data, which so thoroughly undermined some of
his findings that Piketty himself has backpedaled on them. 

Finally, in the third part of the book, scholars scrutinize Piket-
ty’s theory, conceptual foundations, and political recommenda-
tions. Cato’s James Dorn warns that Piketty’s dramatic plan for
income redistribution would “undermine the fabric of civil society,
stem economic growth, and diminish economic and personal free-
dom.” Piketty and his followers would do well to look to history—
to lift up the poor, they should seek to increase economic freedom,
rather than government power. 

Other contributors include Martin Feldstein, Daron Acemoglu
and James A. Robinson, Richard V. Burkhauser, Jeffrey Miron,
Michael Tanner, Henri Lepage, and Alvaro Vargas Llosa.  n
PURCHASE ANTI-PIKETTY AT CATO.ORG/STORE, AMAZON, 
OR BOOKSTORES NATIONWIDE. 

FRIEDMAN WINNERS TARGETED

M any recipients of Cato’s Milton Friedman Prize have 
suffered at the hands of their government. For some 

of them, the suffering doesn’t end after receiving the prize. In
January China’s Communist party shut down the website of 
2012 winner Mao Yushi’s think tank, which promotes free mar-
ket economic values such as the value of private property and 
the rule of law. Their targeting of Mao is just one instance of
widening repression in China, which Mao has repeatedly warned
about. Meanwhile, in August the Venezuelan government ille-
gally arrested and imprisoned 2008 winner Yon Goicoechea,
even using his Friedman Prize to accuse of him of being “trained
by the U.S. empire” as a foreign agent. Yon led the student move-
ment against Chavez in 2008 and has remained a principled
voice against the country’s unpopular and corrupt socialist gov-
ernment. As Cato’s Ian Vásquez wrote, “His and Mao’s experi-
ences are a reminder of what’s at stake in too many places in the
world where the promotion of liberalism requires courageous
and admirable efforts.”

CATO TRAFFIC SOARS   

C ato.org saw its highest traffic day ever in January, as our schol-
ars’ immigration analysis and commentary attracted high

interest in the first weeks of the Trump administration. The New
York Timespublished Cato policy analyst David Bier’s legal analysis
explaining why President Trump’s executive order banning immi-
grants from seven countries is illegal under current U.S. law, and
Bier’s analysis fueled much of the initial commentary around the
ban. “The gentleman with the most impact over the weekend was 
. . . David Bierat the Cato Institute’s Center for Global Liberty and
Prosperity,” said Tom Keene of Bloomberg Surveillance. Bier was
cited on the front page of the Washington Post, in the Wall Street
Journal, on CNN, and (critically) by Ann Coulter.  At the same
time, Alex Nowrasteh’s writings on immigrants, refugees, and 
terrorism were widely cited, including by ABC’s The View, CNN,
ESPN, and former secretary of state Madeleine Albright. 

SANCHEZ TOPS JUST SECURITY

I n 2016 Cato senior fellow Julian Sanchez authored four of the
top 16 posts at Just Security, an online forum that analyzes U.S.

national security law and policy, based out of the New York Uni-
versity School of Law. One of his posts was their number one 
most popular—his critique of draft anti-encryption legislation
from Sens. Richard Burr (R-NC) and Dianne Feinstein (D-CA).
He called the legislation “extraordinarily sweeping,” to the point
that it would require developers to redesign web browsers in order
to comply with it and would leave all internet users less secure. 
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C A T O E V E N T S

A t a Cato Book Forum, ROBERT
JERVIS of Columbia University

(above) and PAUL PILLAR (below) dis-
cussed Pillar’s new book, Why America
Misunderstands the World: National 
Experience and Roots of Misperception,
where he argues that America’s unique
historical advantages make Americans
incorrectly optimistic about their ability
to solve foreign problems.  

P resident Trump has offered mixed messages on foreign policy, at once pledging
to adopt a radical “America First” strategy and to crack down on America’s 

enemies. At a Cato Policy Forum (left to right) Cato’s EMMAASHFORD, KATHLEEN
HICKS of the Center for Strategic and International Studies, and Cato research 
fellow WILLIAMRUGER tried to define the “Trump Doctrine.”   

C ato research fellow SWAMINATHAN S. ANKLESARIA AIYAR (above, second
from right) is featured on a billboard in India for the news channel ET

Now, where he is a regular guest analyzing India’s budget and monetary policy.
He rated India’s 2017 budget 5.5 out of 10, criticizing the finance minister for
failing to live up to his promise to privatize government ventures and cut the 
fiscal deficit. 
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The all Asian-American rock band The Slants visited the Cato Institute, which filed an amicus brief in their Supreme Court
case fighting for the right to trademark their controversial name. Cato’s humorous brief argues that the government should

not prevent minority groups from reclaiming slurs—nor should the government be in the business of deciding what’s a slur in
the first place. (Left to right) Cato’s THOMAS BERRY and TREVOR BURRUS, The Slants’ bass guitarist SIMONTAM, Cato’s ILYA
SHAPIRO, and The Slants’ guitarist JOEX. JIANG. 

A t a Cato Book Forum, What Washington Gets
Wrong: The Unelected Officials Who Actually

Run the Government and Their Misconceptions about
the American People, BENJAMINGINSBERG discussed
new survey data that shows that the unelected bu-
reaucrats regulating Americans know little about the
country and people they’re regulating.  

C ato senior fellow ALAN REYNOLDS speaks at Cato Club Naples,
where he discussed what we can expect from President Trump

on taxes and spending.   
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It was so true. In every other field, excellence
routinely “scales up.” Serve a better cup of
coffee, create a better search engine, and the
world beats a path to your door. But come
up with a better way to teach math, or English,
or history and . . . crickets. Here was the core
of all our education woes: it’s not that we lack
models of excellence, it’s that we lack a reliable
way of replicating them.

Searching for a solution to that problem
has been the focus of my work for the past
20 years. After scouring the history of edu-
cation back to classical Greece, I surveyed
modern scientific research, conducted a
few statistical studies of my own, and finally
set off around the world to see firsthand
what works, what doesn’t, and why. 

My documentary series, School Inc., is the
story of what I’ve found. 

EDUCATION: STUCK IN THE DISCO ERA   

Barely a decade ago, no one had ever heard
of Google. Now we do tens of thousands of
internet searches per second. Facebook went
from zero to half a billion members in five
years. And the same thing is true outside the
high-tech world in everything from organic
grocery stores to disposable diapers. Basically,
invent something good, and it gets big. And
these days, it gets big fast.

But of all the products we make and the
services we provide, there’s one that stands
out as an exception to that overall pattern;
one activity in which excellence doesn’t spawn
countless imitators or spread on a massive
scale. And that exception is schooling.

American test scores at the end of high
school have been flat since we started keeping
track of them in the early 1970s, and the same
thing is true in most other countries as well.
Basically, educational quality has been stuck
in the era of disco and leisure suits for 40
years, while the rest of the world has passed
it by.

Classrooms and clothes look a little
different now than they did back then. But
we’ve changed the trappings of education

without really improving the substance. The
best schools haven’t grown and taken over
the less successful ones. The best teaching
methods haven’t been replicated on a mass
scale. And while our top athletes and pop
stars reach huge audiences, our greatest
teachers seldom reach more than a few dozen
kids at a time, despite all our technological
advances. Why not? That’s the question at
the heart of this series: why doesn’t excellence
scale up and spawn imitators in education,
the way it does in other fields? 

I traveled the globe in search of an answer
to that question. I went to Lexington, Mas-
sachusetts, site of the “shot heard round the
world” that marked the beginning of the
American Revolution, where a few decades
later a few reformers kicked off a revolution
in American education, creating the first
state teachers’ college in the country. 

State teacher-training was just one part
of their plan. The common school reformers
also advocated higher state spending, pro-
hibiting the common schools from charging
tuition, and gradually centralizing power in
the state legislature. They believed that that
would allow the best pedagogical practices
to scale up, bringing them within reach of
every child.

But there was more to it than that. Horace
Mann, in particular, believed that the public
schools could transform society for the better.
Horace Mann believed in the perfectibility
of humanity, and that a well-funded state
school system would achieve that perfection.
Through his tireless campaigning and inspiring
words, he eventually won the hearts of the
American people. In the 150 years since, we
have expanded and funded the public schools

beyond his wildest expectations. Has it
worked?

I visited Garfield High School in East Los
Angeles. In the 1980s it was a typical inner-
city school, with low test scores and low-
income Latino students who weren’t offered
the most challenging courses. But one teacher,
Jaime Escalante, thought these students
could learn calculus. And he was right. By
1988 more students were passing the advanced
placement calculus test at Garfield than at
Beverly Hills High, 17 miles and a world away.
One out of every four Mexican Americans
who passed AP calculus, nationwide, attended
Garfield.

The results were beyond belief—literally.
His students performed so far above expec-
tations on the AP calculus test that the Edu-
cational Testing Service suspected cheating
and threw out their scores. Undaunted, they
retook it and came through with flying colors
a second time. Hollywood noticed, dram-
atizing the story in the movie Stand and
Deliver.

Jaime Escalante wasn’t a Lone Ranger.
He partnered with several of Garfield’s math
teachers to create a program that covered
everything from basic fractions to advanced
calculus. And it was with this team that
Escalante created a program bigger than
himself, able to produce so many high achiev-
ers—even ones who never set foot in his
classroom.

The movie Stand and Deliver ends on a
high note with Escalante’s students proving
the skeptics wrong. But the story of his math-
ematics program at Garfield does not have
a Hollywood ending. In any other field, we
might expect this combination of success,
scalability, and publicity to have catapulted
Escalante to the top of his profession and
spread his teaching model across the country.
Instead, the teachers’ union voted to oust
Escalante as chairman of the math department
because his success and fame had started to
arouse jealousy. In 1991, demoted and resented
by many of his colleagues, Escalante left
Garfield High. 

It’s not that we 
lack models of 

excellence, it’s that 
we lack a reliable
way of replicating 

them.

”

Continued from page 1 “
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KOREA’S MILLION-DOLLAR TEACHERS 

Nearly two centuries ago, Horace Mann
thought public schools would bring the
greatest teachers and schools within reach
of every child. But, as Jaime Escalante’s expe-
rience illustrates, we still haven’t achieved
that goal. That’s the bad news.

The good news is that there are places
where educational excellence is scaling up—
like Korea, where top teachers earn even
more than the country’s highest paid pro-
fessional baseball players—as much as $100
million.

Korea has traditionally placed a great deal
of importance on education, and in order to
get into college students must compete in
mandatory and high-stakes entrance exams.
With their children’s futures riding so heavily
on a single college entrance exam, Korean
parents are keen to provide the best preparation
they can. And since they lack confidence in
the public school system, a few decades ago
families started looking for alternatives. But
the private schools were so heavily regulated
that they didn’t really look much different
from the public schools. 

So, parents decided to opt outside the
regular school sector entirely, hiring private
tutoring services called “hagwons.”

These hagwons were popular with parents,
but they weren’t popular with everyone; gov-
ernment officials in charge of public schooling
worried that they would lead to inequality
in the education system. And so, in the 1980s,
they outlawed most private tutoring. 

This prohibition on after-school tutoring
was every bit as effective as America’s pro-
hibition on alcohol. Instead of driving
hagwons out of business, the ban drove them
underground. They became illegal educational
speakeasies, like the illicit drinking estab-
lishments of the Roaring Twenties. The
Korean government offered cash rewards
to anyone ratting out teachers engaged in
extra-curricular . . . curricula.

Despite all this, the private tutoring
industry boomed. By the time the ban was
struck down 20 years later, the number of

hagwons had risen from 5,000 to more than
67,000. With the outright ban on hagwons
overturned, the government resorted to a
cap on fees. But this, too, was ruled uncon-
stitutional. Not to be dissuaded, the govern-
ment set a 10 p.m. curfew on hagwon lessons
that remains in place to this day. 

Nevertheless, 95 percent of students have
taken hagwon lessons by the time they leave
high school. It’s typical to attend after school,
several days a week—sometimes well past
midnight. And, according to one study, three-
quarters of students prefer those hagwon
lessons to their regular school classes.

The best teachers record their lectures,
and students can watch them online. That’s
how Korean teachers can make millions of
dollars. They have tremendous autonomy,
and they’re constantly trying to improve
their services to stay ahead of the competition.
And the more students they serve, the more
money they bring in.

HOW CHARTER SCHOOLS 
REWARD SUCCESS

But most of that is also true of private
schools back here in the United States. So,
if that’s the recipe for replicating excellence,
we’d expect to see the same kind of growth
among U.S. private schools.

I visited Michigan’s esteemed Cranbrook
School. It’s beautiful and does a great job,
but it’s not trying to expand. America’s pres-
tigious prep schools simply don’t have a
motive to scale up. They’re striving to per-
petuate beloved traditions, not to start
national franchises. Which raises an interesting
question: What would happen if someone
did deliberately set out to replicate educational
excellence?

That’s not a hypothetical question. In
fact, it’s fairly easy to answer because there
already is a large and growing category of
schools that philanthropists are trying to
scale up: charter schools.

Charters are public schools that are freed
from some of the rules and red tape that
apply to their regular, district-run counterparts.
They have more control over what they
teach, what methods they use, and how they
measure student achievement. Charter
schools also tend not to be unionized, which
means that principals can hire whomever
they want.

And funding is where things get interesting.
Charter schools and traditional public schools
use their private funding very differently. If
your local public school principal does a
great job and gets a huge donation, she cannot
use that money to open new public schools
in other districts. 

Charter school leaders can. They can
create whole networks of schools that share
their mission and methods. And philanthro-
pists know that. So, when they make donations
to charters, it’s very often with that replication
in mind . . . and it is working! There are now
130 charter school networks enrolling a
quarter of a million students, and they’ve
been growing in both size and number for
over a decade. 

THE PROFIT MOTIVE 

To find a place where the schools being
replicated are outperforming the rest, I went
to the Casablanca Valley in Chile, which
introduced competition into education in
the late 1970s. A crucial discovery researchers
have made about Chile is that chains of private
schools have a large advantage over inde-
pendent, mom-and-pop schools. On top of
that, the larger school networks perform
even better than the smaller ones. In Chile,
the better they are, the bigger they grow.

Could that model be replicated in other
countries? I went to Sweden to find out.
Ten years after Chile reformed its education
system, Sweden followed suit. All private

In Korea,
top teachers earn 

even more than the
country’s highest 
paid professional
baseball players.

”

“
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schools are now fully tax-funded, and parents
can easily choose between these so-called
“free schools” and the local public schools.
Student achievement is falling in the public
schools and more parents are switching to
private schools, including several chains
with more than two dozen schools each. 

But here again, not every good school
grows. Why do some great schools add new
locations in response to rising demand, while
others don’t? 

I discovered that there is a single feature
that separates independent schools that scale
up from those that don’t: the profit motive. 

Unfortunately, lots of people don’t like the
idea of for-profit education. They assume
that it would encourage schools to take ad-
vantage of families. If that were true, we’d
be most likely to see it in a place where private
schools are serving a relatively disadvantaged
population. So I went to India, where James
Tooley showed me private schools serving
the poor that are out-performing govern-
ment schools that spend three or four times
as much per pupil. 

At fee-charging Indian private schools,
parents expect more because they’re paying
more, so they hold school leaders accountable.
And school leaders, in turn, hold their teachers
accountable because they’ll go out of business
if they don’t. By contrast, Indian public

schools almost never fire teachers for poor
performance or absenteeism. Tooley asked
these poor parents why they would spend
their money on private schools, when public
schools are free. “In the government schools,”
one said, “our children are abandoned.” 

Nevertheless, back in the United States,
running a business that earns money educating
kids is still widely despised today.

Consider the case of Reed Hastings, the
founder and CEO of Netflix. After college,
Hastings joined the Peace Corps and went
to Swaziland to teach high school students.
In the 1990s, while he was hatching the idea
for Netflix, Hastings also took graduate courses
in education, because he wanted to understand
why schools were lagging while other fields
were leaping ahead . . . sound familiar?

Since then, Hastings has given millions
of dollars to educational charities, but has
decided not to start an education business.
He told a reporter he didn’t want people to
think he was doing it for the money. 

So education can have some of Hastings’s
charity, but it can’t have his entrepreneurial
leadership.

Fortunately, outside of education that
anti-profit attitude started to change around
the year 1600. People started to appreciate
commerce and entrepreneurship, and the
result was an Industrial Revolution and an
unprecedented rise in everyone’s standard
of living. 

Could it be that the tutoring sector oper-
ates within the same free-enterprise system
that has resulted in the massive scale-up of
excellence in every other field? Is it an accident
that when we reward education entrepreneurs
for their success, as in Korea, their success
grows? Could it be that philanthropists have
failed to consistently fund the best charter
schools because they do not expect a return
on their investment, as hard-nosed venture
capitalists do? What if we allowed education
entrepreneurs to put their own money on
the line in an effort to better serve us?

These questions have obvious, if inflam-
matory, answers. Until we let education par-
ticipate in the same free-enterprise system
that drives the scale-up of everything from
iPhones to Facebook, excellent schools and
teachers will remain floating candles—beautifully
illuminating their immediate vicinity, but
doomed never to touch off a wider blaze.n

Is it an accident
that when we 

reward education 
entrepreneurs for 
their success, their

success grows?

”

“

Winter 2016/2017 Regulation

The Winter edition of Regulationcritiques
the Federal Communications Commis-

sion’s vast and unchecked powers over all the
primary producers and distributors of mass
media and publications. This immense pow-
er gives the agency the ability to chill
unwanted speech and promote speech
favored by its political allies. Other articles
discuss regulatory reform in the Trump
administration, the FDA’s harmful history of dragging its feet when
reviewing badly needed drugs, and the morbid truth about state laws
that protect funeral directors’ jobs at the expense of consumers—who
now tend to favor cremation and nontraditional funerals.  
READ OR SUBSCRIBE TO REGULATION AT CATO.ORG.

NewCato Journal

In the Winter edition of Cato Journal,
Charles W. Calomiris of Columbia Busi-

ness School outlines the perils of the Feder-
al Reserve’s risky and untested monetary
policy experiments, urging the Fed to
instead adopt a systemic policy approach.
Other articles investigate Japan’s unsuc-
cessful experience with quantitative easing;
the triumph of the ongoing privatization

revolution launched by Margaret Thatcher; and the positive
impact that introducing religious liberty has historically had on
economic growth. This issue also features reviews of books by
Peter Bernholz, Peter Conti-Brown, Richard Wagner, and others. 
CATO JOURNAL IS AVAILABLE TO READ OR PURCHASE AT CATO.ORG. 
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KEVIN RING: I’ve thought about the issues
that make up criminal justice reform a lot over
the past 20 years, and I’ve had the unique op-
portunity to see them from very different
sides. In the ’90s I worked on Capitol Hill as a
tough-on-crime Republican staffer, both in
the House and the Senate. I worked as a coun-
sel on the Senate Judiciary Committee, draft-
ing anti-crime legislation. I then observed the
legislative process from a different perspective
as a lobbyist. 

Ultimately, my work as a lobbyist brought
me under federal scrutiny. After two trials and
appeals, I was sentenced to serve 20 months
in federal prison. I spent 15 1/2 months at the
federal prison camp in Cumberland, Mary-
land. My bunkmates were mostly guys serving
long sentences for drugs and guns. I was re-
leased last April, spent two months in home
confinement, and I’m halfway through 30
months of probation.

As they tried to make cases against me and
members of Congress and staffers whom I
knew well, I learned a lot about the enormous
power that federal prosecutors wield. I saw
how important it was to have an independent
judge who could referee what quickly became
an adversarial relationship. And I’ve realized
how dangerous it was for prosecutors to have
that power, and then on top of that to have
power over sentencing, which is what manda-
tory minimums give them.

But it was working for FAMM that ex-

posed me to the toll that prison-reliant poli-
cies have on real people. I had started working
there before I was indicted, and continued to
work there during my trials. Now keep in
mind, again, I came from a law-and-order
mindset. I did not and still don’t think that
being tough on crime is a bad thing. I certainly
don’t think that people who break the law are
victims. FAMM is not the Innocence Project.
Everyone that we profile and that we advo-
cate for did it. They committed crimes, some-
times serious crimes. But that was the
problem—while only some had committed
serious crimes, they all were being punished
as if they had. There was no sense of propor-
tionality. Gone was the idea that the punish-
ment should fit the crime. 

I was reading story after story about men
and women, mostly men, mostly men of
color, who served or were still serving ab-
surdly long prison sentences. And at first, my
cognitive dissonance would kick in—there
must be something I don’t know, these folks
did something more that’s not in the files.
And because I’d worked in the government—
I’d been a member of the establishment—I
needed to believe that the American criminal
justice system wouldn’t produce the out-
comes that I was now seeing.

Early on at FAMM I read about a young
woman named Stephanie Nodd. She lived in
Mobile, Alabama. She wasn’t married, but had
three young children when she agreed to sell

crack for a friend who had moved into the
area. Stephanie’s case triggered all my biases,
explicit and implicit. This was a case I was
predisposed to dismiss. A young, black, un-
married Alabaman with three kids she
couldn’t afford is selling crack. I didn’t know
anyone who shared one of those characteris-
tics, let alone all of them. And even though I
had troubles of my own, I separated myself
from a case like that. 

But then I learned more. Stephanie had
only helped her friend sell drugs for one
month. One month. She had moved away
from the area after that month. Then her
boyfriend, who was under investigation, gave
up Stephanie’s name. She was indicted and
had to go back. She was told she was a con-
spirator and would be held accountable for 
all the drugs this guy had sold during the
course of his business. She wasn’t a lawyer but
she knew that she wasn’t responsible for all
those things, especially the things that hap-
pened after she was gone. This was her first
offense, and she had three kids and was preg-
nant with another. So she went to trial—and
she lost. In place at the time were mandatory
minimums and mandatory guidelines that
were tied to those minimums, and so
Stephanie’s judge gave her the sentence that
corresponded not to her minor role or her
short involvement in the conspiracy, but to
the quantity of drugs her friend and others
had sold. So at 23 years of age, Stephanie was
sentenced to 30 years in federal prison. 

Soon after Stephanie got there, she gave
birth. When the doctors cut the cord and tried
to give the baby to Stephanie, she refused. She
expected to spend the next 25 years away from
this child of hers. She was scared to hold this
baby because she knew that she was going to
have to give it right back. It boggles the mind
that anyone in government, let alone involved

P O L I C Y  F O R U M

A Tale of Two Inmates: 
The Human Toll of Incarceration 
Opponents of criminal justice reform and drug legalization often believe that

those behind bars are all dangerous criminals. At Cato’s conference in De-
cember, “The State of American Criminal Justice,” two speakers chal-

lenged those assumptions with their personal stories. Kevin Ring, the president of
Families against Mandatory Minimums (FAMM), explained how encountering the
justice system firsthand dramatically changed his mind on justice issues. Keeda
Haynes, a public defender in Nashville, discussed her experience being imprisoned
for a crime she did not commit. 



in her case, could be a party to such a massive
miscarriage of justice. And here’s the thing
about Stephanie’s case: the U.S. attorney’s
office that prosecuted her was run at that
time by a guy by the name of Jeff Sessions.

Stephanie’s case was one of dozens I
read about when I first got to FAMM, and
they blew my mind. These were not choir
boys or girls, all had made mistakes, but the
sentences made no sense at all from a pub-
lic-safety standpoint, let alone a moral or
economic viewpoint. But Stephanie’s case
stuck with me. I reached out to her in
prison and I started to correspond with
her. I wrote some op-eds for her, and I told
her that I was in the midst of fighting my
own battle with the government. We tried
to lift one another’s spirits. We talked
about our kids mostly, and were worried
about the impact our troubles would have
on them.

After a mistrial was declared in my first
trial, I was convicted on half the counts at
my second trial. The government had asked
for four and a half years for the leader of the
conspiracy in my case. They turned around
and asked for 17–22 years for me. Like
Stephanie, I had exercised my constitu-
tional right to go to trial, and I was being
punished for it. Fortunately, unlike in
Stephanie’s case there was no mandatory
minimum. The guidelines were now advi-
sory, so my judge sentenced me to 20
months. 

Even though I had read about much
worse cases while working at FAMM, I was
still devastated at the prospect of being
away from my young daughters. It was
Stephanie, who at the time had been sitting
in prison for nearly 20 years, who wrote to
me asking me what sizes my girls were and
told me that if she got out first she would
buy them dresses for the holidays. I always
think about that when I hear someone say
that all people serving long sentences in fed-
eral prison are scary, dangerous people.

Ultimately, FAMM and others were able
to convince the U.S. Sentencing Commis-

sion to lower its recommended guidelines
for crack offenses. Then Congress passed
the Fair Sentencing Act, which lowered
crack sentences even more. So in 2011 after
serving 21 years in federal prison, Stephanie
Nodd was released to go home. What’s in-

teresting is that one of the leaders in push-
ing for the Fair Sentencing Act was Jeff
Sessions. He had sent a lot of people away
under that law and he might have known
better than most the impact it was having.
Some have viewed that support as a sign
that he’s open to additional reform, al-
though I happen not to share that opti-
mism.

Working at FAMM while going through
my trials, reading about cases like
Stephanie’s, and meeting others who would
come into the office who had served unbe-
lievably long sentences taught me quite a bit
about the human toll of incarceration. But
I learned more than I wanted to know when
it was my turn to actually go to prison. My

time in Cumberland confirmed my growing
belief that many people are serving sen-
tences that are longer than necessary to pro-
tect public safety. They certainly were not of
value as a deterrent.

One reason lengthy sentences can be so
counterproductive is because prison infan-
tilizes people. Everything we did and every-
thing we needed was on campus. Inmates
had very few responsibilities. Within a cou-
ple years, people start to become institu-
tionalized. They know what it takes to get
by day-to-day in prison, but they lose all
sense of what it’s going to take to get by on
the outside. While some people absolutely
deserve prison time, our goal should be to
give them as little as is necessary to accom-
plish the purposes of sentencing. While
people are in prison, the world does not
stop. Technology advances, job markets
change. Guys I served with had no idea
what an iPhone was. We really need to be
mindful that 90 percent of prisoners are
going home someday. And we want them to
be successful, if not for their own sake then
for ours. Because we want to live in commu-
nities that are safer. Which leads me to my
last point.

As advocates, especially in this political
environment, we need to be willing to meet
people where they are. While reform advo-
cates tend to focus on the justice in criminal
justice reform, the public is mostly focused
on the criminal in criminal justice reform.
They want less crime. We need to show peo-
ple that we value what they value—safety for
their kids, for their communities. Fortu-
nately, we can do that. Because many of the
reforms we support would not only restore
balance in the constitutional system created
by our Founders, they would likely increase
public safety. Which is why we must push
for reform, no matter if the crime rate is ris-
ing or falling, and no matter who holds po-
litical power at a given moment. 

KEEDA HAYNES: I am a public defender in
Nashville, Tennessee, and every single day,
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“While only some 
had committed serious

crimes, they all were
being punished
as if they had.”

KEVIN RING



I go into that courtroom and fight for jus-
tice for my clients. But 10 years ago, I was
00017011. That is a federal inmate number.
For 3 years and 10 months, I was “triple zero
seventeen zero eleven” for a crime that I
didn’t commit.

At the age of 19, I was a sophomore in col-
lege, majoring in criminal justice. I met a guy
and we dated off and on for a few years. And
so when he asked me if I would accept packages
for his family business, I didn’t think anything
of it. I didn’t realize that there was something
wrong until my sister was arrested and under
investigation by the federal government for
selling marijuana. 

I was harassed by the government on a
daily basis for nearly two years. They came
to my house, they came to my job, they con-
tacted family, they contacted friends. I lost
jobs, I lost friends. The government even
threatened to take my little old Mustang that
they said I had bought with the proceeds of
drug money. When they came to my house
to arrest me, they brought a SWAT team.
They had a whole perimeter set up in my
neighborhood, and they even had helicopters
flying over. They came to the door in SWAT
gear with their guns drawn. 

In an attempt to scare me into pleading
guilty along with the other 28 people who
were indicted, the U.S. attorney filed a motion
to detain me. I was held in a facility in Kentucky,
right outside Bowling Green. And two days
after he filed this motion, he withdrew the
motion because he knew that my attorney
was going to be out of town and that I would
continue to sit in custody for an additional
five days before we could get back to court.
They threatened me with ten-plus years in
federal prison, simply because I chose to
exercise my right to have a jury trial. I refused
to plead guilty for a crime that I didn’t commit.
During my seven-day jury trial, left with
nothing else to prove their case, the government
fell back on the argument that “I should have
known.”

The judge bought the government’s case
and sentenced me to seven years in federal

prison. And so in 2002, I graduated from
Tennessee State University with a degree in
criminal justice. Two weeks after that, I had
to report to federal prison in Alderson, West
Virginia.

The first time my case was appealed, we

appealed it to the Sixth Circuit Court of
Appeals. This was around the time that the
Supreme Court issued opinions in United
States v. Booker and United States v. Fanfan,
and the Sixth Circuit was confused as to
whether sentencing guidelines were no longer
mandatory. So first they granted my appeal,
then they denied my appeal, then they granted
it again, and then they denied it again. We
ended up having to appeal my case to the
Supreme Court. The Supreme Court granted
the appeal and remanded my case back to
the middle district of Tennessee. When I
got back to court, the judge told me that
because of the mandatory minimum sen-
tencing guidelines she could not send me
home. I had a five-year mandatory minimum
sentencing guideline, so she resentenced me

to 60 months, and, at that point, I had to go
back to prison for another 18 months.

At the age of 28, after serving about 3 years
and 10 months, I was finally released from
federal prison. Three days after I was released,
I was employed as a law clerk for a criminal
defense attorney in Nashville. I graduated
law school in 2012 and was sworn in as an
attorney in Nashville. But I recognize that I
am blessed and fortunate to be in the position
that I am. My clients don’t have the same
opportunities that I had. And I’m reminded
of this every day when I go into the courtroom,
and when I see that African Americans are
over-policed in their communities, and as a
result there are more African Americans in
the criminal justice system. There are more
African Americans whose rights are violated,
more African Americans with criminal records,
more African Americans unemployed or
underemployed, more African Americans
living in poverty, and more African Americans
who are disenfranchised. It is this knowledge,
coupled with my own personal experience,
that drives me to go into the courtroom each
and every single day to fight for my clients
in an effort to make sure that they too do not
become casualties of the criminal justice
system. n
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N
at Hentoff, Cato senior fel-
low and noted columnist and
music critic, passed away on
January 7 at the age of 91. 

Hentoff, one of the nation’s foremost
authorities on the First Amendment, had
written for the Village Voice for over 50 years
before he joined Cato in 2009. “Becoming
a senior fellow of the Cato Institute—from
whose publications I’ve often quoted—en-
ables me to continue following the advice
of my earliest mentor, Duke Ellington, who
told me never to be caught up in a musical
or any other category,” Hentoff said at the
time.  “Duke said that it’s always the indi-
vidual’sexpression that defines his identity.
All these years later, if I had to describe my-
self, it would be as an uncategorizable lib-
ertarian—and that’s why I’m delighted to
be at the Cato Institute, where freedom
rings.”
Hentoff had a long and rich career—as a

jazz critic in the 1950s he counted not only
Duke Ellington among his friends, but
many other jazz luminaries, and Malcolm X,
with whom he marched for peace and racial
equality. His column, Sweet Land of Liberty,
was distributed by the United Feature Syn-
dicate from 1992 to 2016, and he authored
over 35 books—from novels to books for
young adults to nonfiction works on civil
liberties.  He won numerous awards, includ-
ing the American Bar Association Silver
Gavel Award for his coverage of the law and
criminal justice, the American Library As-
sociation’s Imroth Award for Intellectual
Freedom, and the National Press Founda-
tion Award for Distinguished Contribu-
tions to Journalism. In 1999 and 2002 he
was a Pulitzer finalist for commentary. 
Hentoff was never afraid to ruffle feath-

ers—although he partnered with the left
throughout much of his career, he was a fre-
quent critic of censorship and political cor-

rectness on both the left and the right. He
warned in 1991 that “A precedent has been
set at, of all places, colleges and universities,
that the principle of free speech is merely
situational. . . . Once speech can be limited
in such subjective ways, more and more ex-
pression will be included in what is forbid-
den.” Hentoff had personal experience
with college censorship—he was forced to
resign from the paper he edited at North-
eastern University once he uncovered the
fact that some college trustees had been
funding anti-Semitic publications. Later in
his career, his libertarian instincts increas-
ingly irked his erstwhile allies on the left,
and he was let go from the Village Voice in
2009. In his final column there, Hentoff
joked that he would simply put on his
“skunk suit at other garden parties.” 
In 1957 he got an opportunity that he

would forever name his proudest achieve-
ment: working as a producer for a television
special called “The Sound of Jazz.” As his
Cato colleague Tim Lynch recalled, “He
jumped at the chance to bring beautiful
jazz music into the living rooms of folks
who had never really been exposed to it be-
fore.” One of the most famous perform-
ances from that evening was Billie
Holiday’s rendition of “Fine and Mellow.”
In 2000, Hentoff recalled that “after it was
all over, she was so pleased with how it
went—it was live, by the way—she came
over and kissed me. And that’s worth more
to me than the Congressional Medal of
Honor.” When he passed away, his son re-
ported that he was surrounded by his fam-
ily, listening to Billie Holiday. n
FIND NAT HENTOFF’S COLUMNS AND VIDEO 
INTERVIEWS AT CATO.ORG.

In memoriam

Nat Hentoff, RIP 
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T
he 115th United States Con-
gress opens with the Republi-
can Party in control of the
White House, Senate, and

House for the first time in years. But regard-
less of which party or administration is in
power, the duties of Congress always re-
main the same—to uphold the Constitu-
tion, and safeguard the rights and liberties
of their constituents. The newly released
8th edition of the Cato Handbook for Policy-
makers provides members of Congress and
their staff a detailed agenda for how to do
just that. 
The Handbook contains 80 chapters of

policy advice, covering practically every
issue that policymakers will face in the
years ahead—from foreign policy, trade,
and immigration to regulatory  and fiscal
reform, health care, school choice, and
drug policy. 
It also touches on broader questions

about the nature of our government, advo-
cating a return to federalism, where each
branch of government has clearly defined
and limited powers and as many decisions
as possible are made by individuals, their
communities, or the states. In Chapter 2,
Cato senior fellow Tom Palmer advises
Congress to stop delegating away its legisla-
tive powers to administrative agencies—
legislation should be passed by Congress,
not unelected bureaucrats.  In Chapter 3,
Cato vice presidents Gene Healy and John
Samples urge Congress to reclaim its power
of the purse, and repudiate the overreaches
of executive power that it allowed to occur
under the last several administrations.
“The current regime of executive-branch
dominance is at odds with our Constitu-
tion’s structure and history,” they write.
“Presidential hegemony wasn’t part of the
original plan: the Framers never conceived
of the president as America’s ‘national

leader’ and the prime mover
in the federal system.” 
One of the most highly an-

ticipated debates in Congress
will be over the future of the
Affordable Care Act. Repub-
licans have promised to repeal
and replace Obamacare—but
with what? Cato’s Michael
Cannon offers several de-
tailed chapters on health care,
in which he explains how to
institute real reforms that
make health care better and
more affordable by putting
consumers back in charge. 
In Chapter 65, Christopher

Preble and Trevor Thrall call
for a return to prudence and
restraint in U.S. Foreign Policy.
For over a century, they note,
U.S. policymakers followed
George Washington’s advice in
his Farewell Address: “The
great rule of conduct for us, in
regard to foreign nations,” he
said, “is in extending our commercialrelations
to have with them as little political connec-
tion as possible.” This wise advice still res-
onates with most Americans—the number
of Americans who say that America should
mind its own business internationally is near
an all-time high. 
As Washington also suggested, peaceful

relations with nations should include a liberal
trade policy. Economists have long agreed
that free trade and immigration benefit both
sides of the border. While some politicians
on both the left and the right have taken to
blaming trade or immigrants for Americans’
economic problems, Cato scholars Dan
Ikenson and Alex Nowrasteh explain why
Congress should leave Americans free to
trade with and hire whomever they choose.

All 80 chapters go into great detail on
the problems Congress faces, and how to
solve them. But the simplest advice in the
book, as Executive Vice President David
Boaz notes in the introduction, may be the
hardest lesson for policymakers to learn:
oftentimes, Congress should do nothing
about a problem. “Remember the ancient
wisdom imparted to physicians: first, do no
harm,” he writes. “And have confidence
that free people, left to their own devices,
will address issues of concern to them more
effectively outside a political environ-
ment.” n

THE HANDBOOK, WHICH HAS BEEN DISTRIB-
UTED TO ALL CONGRESSIONAL OFFICES, IS
AVAILABLE TO PURCHASE AT CATO.ORG/STORE,
OR TO READ ONLINE AT CATO.ORG/HANDBOOK. 

Cato’s comprehensive guide to policymaking 

A Guidebook for the 115th Congress
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A t a Capitol Hill Briefing, Senior Fellow PETERVANDOREN explained how policymakers should use economic thinking when
designing health care plans and aim for a market-based system—a system that has in fact existed and worked in the past. 

D ecember 2016 marked the 25th anniversary of the fall of the Soviet Union. At a Cato Policy Forum, ANDERS ÅSLUND of
the Atlantic Council (left) and former Putin adviser ANDREI ILLARIONOV, now a Cato senior fellow, discussed Russia’s

failure to produce a liberal government in the 25 years since, instead setting up an autocratic regime that has effectively 
destroyed political opposition, independent courts, and media freedom. 
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WASHINGTON l CATO INSTITUTE
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Speakers include Dave Barry, Rand Paul,
Mike Lee, Mick Mulvaney, George Will, 
and P. J. O’Rourke.
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Attorney KENWHITE of Popehat (above) and HEATHER

ANNTHOMPSON, the author of Blood in the Water: The 
Attica Prison Uprising of 1971 and Its Legacy, speak at
Cato’s conference, “The State of American Criminal
Justice.” 

Looking for Justice 

F
rom police shootings that have torn apart communities, to unjust
sentencing schemes and court proceedings, the American criminal
justice system is in need of extensive reform, even as much of the
country remains sharply divided over what those reforms should be.

At a Cato conference, “The State of American Criminal Justice,” experts from
courtrooms, universities, prisons, and police departments gathered to discuss
these questions. The morning opened with a panel on the human toll of incar-
ceration, where Keeda Haynes, a Nashville public defender, and Kevin Ring, the
vice president of Families against Mandatory Minimums, discussed their per-
sonal encounters with the unjust justice system (see page 9). Heather Ann
Thompson, the author of Blood in the Water: The Attica Prison Uprising of 1971 and
Its Legacy, detailed how widespread obfuscation of what really happened during
the infamous Attica prison uprising forever changed how many Americans
viewed the prison system. In a final panel, Shira Scheindlin, a retired United
States District Judge; attorney Harvey Silverglate; Ken White of Popehat; and
Cato’s Trevor Burrus tried to “pull aside the veil” of what really goes on in the
courtroom in criminal cases. “People don’t understand the extent to which the
die has already been cast when you enter the courtroom,” said White, explaining
that where someone is charged, their resources, the charges brought against
them, and the nature of the prosecutorial agency going after them can all prede-
termine someone’s fate.  

The State of Surveillance

O
ur last two presidents have massively expanded surveillance of
American citizens, while at the same time, rapidly changing tech-
nology has allowed surveillance tools once only available to the
highest ranks of government to trickle down to local police. Just

weeks before the beginning of the new administration, Cato gathered experts
to survey the privacy landscape and what may lie ahead. Wade Henderson, pres-
ident of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, delivered the keynote ad-
dress, where he discussed the impact of surveillance on people of color,
immigrants, and other minorities. Facial recognition technology, for example, is
5–10 percent less accurate when seeking to identify African-American, female,
or young faces, as opposed to white, male, or older faces. Thus, this technology
is less accurate for the demographic it is most likely to be used on. Other talks
throughout the day addressed how best to counter violent extremism while pro-
tecting individual and religious liberty, and ways that local police are abusing sur-
veillance technology. The day closed with a discussion on the state of surveillance
between civil liberties advocate Jennifer Granick of Stanford University and
Alexander Joel of the Office of the Director of National Intelligence, moderated
by Charlie Savage of the New York Times. Granick critiqued the intelligence com-
munity’s lack of transparency, saying that the public deserves to understand what
kind of surveillance they may be subjected to. 

Top, left to right:MICHAELGERMAN, ELLENNAKASHIMA,
andWADEHENDERSON. Bottom: PATRICKEDDINGTON,
LUTHERREYNOLDS, ARJUNSINGHSETHI, and SHARIA

MAYFIELD. 
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C A T O  S T U D I E S

What role does politi-
cal influence play in
American banks’ lend-
ing? Previous studies

have suggested that firms in other countries
are exchanging investments for political
perks, but these studies have relied on exam-
ining government-controlled banks in coun-
tries with weak institutions. What about the
United States, with its relatively strong insti-
tutions and regulatory systems? In “Political
Borders and Bank Lending in Post-Crisis
America” (Research Briefs in Economic
Policy no. 67),  Matthieu Chavaz of the Bank
of England and Andrew K. Rose of the Uni-
versity of California–Berkeley demonstrate
that recipients of TARP increased their lend-
ing 23-60 percent more in areas inside their
representative’s district, especially if their
representative had voted for TARP, was re-

elected, and received substantial political
contributions from the financial industry. 

ASSIMILATION IN ISRAEL 
A frequent critique of liberal immigration

policies is that large
influxes of immigrants
will destroy the coun-
try’s institutions, chan-
ging the political, reli-
gious, and cultural
makeup of the country.
In “Does Mass Immi-

gration Destroy Institutions? 1990s
Israel as a Natural Experiment” (Working
Paper no. 41) Benjamin Powell of Texas Tech
University, J. R. Clark of the University of Ten-
nessee Chattanooga, and Alex Nowrasteh of
the Cato Institute examine 1990s Israel as a
unique natural experiment—the relaxation of

emigration restrictions in the Soviet Union
and its subsequent collapse led to an enor-
mous wave of immigration to Israel, since
Israel allows unrestricted immigration for
Jews worldwide. Israel’s population increased
by 20 percent in the 1990s due to this influx.
And yet, the authors find that these immi-
grants did not erode the quality of Israel’s
institutions, but rather that its economic
institutions improved substantially, seeming-
ly as a direct result of the mass migration.   

UNDOING THE “RESOURCE CURSE”  
The “resource curse” is a phrase coined to
explain the paradox of resource-rich coun-
tries, such as oil-rich Venezuela or mineral-
rich African countries, which remain
impoverished. But in “Curse or Blessing?
How Institutions Determine Success 
in Resource-Rich Economies” (Policy
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Analysis no. 808) Peter Kaznacheev of the
Russian Academy of National Economy
and Public Administration explains that
this “curse” can easily be avoided when a
country puts strong institutions in place to
foster entrepreneurship and industry,
including secure property rights, a favor-
able tax regime, and minimal red tape.
“Institutional deficiency in resource
economies perpetuates rent-seeking,
autocracy, and slower economic growth,”
he writes. Without these deficiencies,
countries like the United States, Australia,
Canada, Chile, and Norway prove that the
right institutions make natural resources a
blessing, not a curse.

POLICE POPULARITY, 
BY THE NUMBERS

In America, the difference in attitudes
toward police between races and political par-
ties is significant—68 percent of white Amer-
icans have a favorable view of the police, com-
pared to 40 percent of African Americans
and 59 percent of Hispanics. Eighty-one per-
cent of Republicans view police favorably,
compared to 59 percent of Democrats. In
“Policing in America: Understanding
Public Attitudes toward the Police.
Results from a National Survey” (Working
Paper no. 40), Cato research fellow Emily
Ekins delves into the particulars behind these
statistics and what informs them. She also
finds that, despite these stark divides, most
Americans oppose the same police practices,
including civil asset forfeiture and police
using military equipment. Most also agree
that even if a person is suspected of breaking
the law, police should obtain a court order
before searching their homes or monitoring
suspected criminals’ phone calls. 

THE BANE OF “BAN THE BOX” 
“Ban the box” laws, which ban potential
employers from asking questions about
criminal records, have been passed in many
cities and states in recent years. Econo-
mists have predicted that this well-meaning

policy could have devastating effects on
racial minorities: when employers are not
allowed to ask for this information, they
may make assumptions that racial minori-
ties are more likely to have criminal records,
and choose not to interview them. In “Ban

the Box, Criminal
Records, and Statis-
tical Discrimina-
tion” (Research Briefs
in Economic Policy
no. 65), Amanda Agan
of Rutgers University
and Sonja Starr of the
University of Michi-
gan test this theory by
submitting nearly
15,000 applications on
behalf of fictitious
applicants before and
after ban-the-box laws
went into effect in

New Jersey and New York City. They find
that implementing the ban-the-box law
substantially increases racial discrimination
in employer callbacks. Black applicants
withoutcriminal records were the most neg-
atively affected. 

DEPOSIT INSURANCE VS. 
THE MARKET 

There is widespread political support for
deposit insurance, with the International
Monetary Fund, the European Union, and
the World Bank all endorsing it. Yet there
is a large empirical literature suggesting
that its costs outweigh the benefits, and
that it has contributed to banking crises
around the world. Previous studies, howev-
er, have been based on cross-country com-
parisons or comparisons across time with-
in countries, leaving them unable to control
for many factors. In “Stealing Deposits:
Deposit Insurance, Risk-Taking, and
the Removal of Market Discipline in
Early-20th-Century Banks” (Research
Briefs in Economic Policy no. 66), Charles
W. Calomiris of Columbia University and

Matthew S. Jaremski of Colgate University
examine the effect that deposit insurance
laws had on a handful of U.S. states before
the creation of the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation (FDIC) in the early 20th
century, and are thus able to study insured
and uninsured depository institutions
operating at the same time and place, and
under the same legal system. Their find-
ings not only corroborate the prior litera-
ture but also show that deposit insurance
created systemic risk by removing market
discipline. 

DRONE POLICY, EXPLAINED  

As drones increasingly become a part of
modern police work, how can lawmakers
ensure that they do not violate the privacy of
American citizens? In “Surveillance Takes
Wing: Privacy in the Age of Police
Drones” (Policy Analysis no. 807), Cato pol-
icy analyst Matthew Feeney details how
both state and federal lawmakers can imple-
ment policies that allow police to take
advantage of drones while protecting priva-
cy. “These policies should not only address
familiar issues associated with searches, such
as warrant requirements and video record-
ing, but also relatively new concerns involv-
ing weaponization, biometric software, and
surveillance technology,” he writes. n
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FOR THOSE WHO DON’T LOSE
THEIR JOBS
Millions will ring in the new year—with a
raise. The minimum wage is going up in 20
states and Washington, D.C. as well.
—CBS NEWS, DECEMBER 30, 2016

WHAT COULD WE DO WITH THE
MONEY THE DEPARTMENT OF 
EDUCATION SPENDS?
One of the Obama administration’s signa-
ture efforts in education, which pumped bil-
lions of federal dollars into overhauling the
nation’s worst schools, failed to produce
meaningful results, according to a federal
analysis.

Test scores, graduation rates and college
enrollment were no different in schools that
received money through the School Im-
provement Grants program—the largest
federal investment ever targeted to failing
schools—than in schools that did not.
—WASHINGTON POST, JANUARY 19, 2017

ARE CARROTS AND STICKS THE
RIGHT WAY FOR GOVERNMENT TO
TREAT CITIZENS?
If on the one hand, you take away the carrots
in the Affordable Care Act, the government
subsidies that help lower-income people buy
insurance, and you take away the stick—that
is the tax penalty for people who don’t buy
coverage—then you’re going to have tens of
millions of people dropping out of the indi-
vidual insurance market.
—NPR, JANUARY 17, 2017

NEVER GIVE GOVERNMENT
POWER WITHOUT IMAGINING
YOUR WORST ENEMY WIELDING IT
If Donald J. Trump decides as president to
throw a whistle-blower in jail for trying to
talk to a reporter, or gets the F.B.I. to spy on

a journalist, he will have one man to thank for
bequeathing him such expansive power:
Barack Obama. . . .

Over the past eight years, the adminis-
tration has prosecuted nine cases involving
whistle-blowers and leakers, compared with
only three by all previous administrations
combined. It has repeatedly used the Espi-
onage Act, a relic of World War I-era red-
baiting, not to prosecute spies but to go
after government officials who talked to
journalists.

Under Mr. Obama, the Justice Depart-
ment and the F.B.I. have spied on reporters
by monitoring their phone records, labeled
one journalist an unindicted co-conspirator
in a criminal case for simply doing reporting
and issued subpoenas to other reporters to
try to force them to reveal their sources and
testify in criminal cases.
—JAMES RISEN, NEW YORK TIMES, DECEMBER 30, 2016

OVER BUDGET, OVER TIME, 
OVER AND OVER AGAIN
California’s bullet train could cost taxpayers
50% more than estimated—as much as $3.6
billion more. And that’s just for the first 118
miles through the Central Valley, which was
supposed to be the easiest part of the route
between Los Angeles and San Francisco.

A confidential Federal Railroad Admin-
istration risk analysis, obtained by The
Times, projects that building bridges,
viaducts, trenches and track from Merced
to Shafter, just north of Bakersfield, could
cost $9.5 billion to $10 billion, compared
with the original budget of $6.4 billion.
—LOS ANGELES TIMES, JANUARY 13, 2017

AS IS SO OFTEN TRUE
The Department of Labor has guidelines
for companies that want to keep unpaid
interns. Essentially, unpaid interns have
to be treated like students and shouldn’t

do the work of paid employees.
Those rules, however, don’t apply to

government agencies.
—NPR, DECEMBER 7, 2016

THEY DIDN’T JUST “BURY” IT, 
THEY MADE THE DATA SECRET
The Pentagon has buried an internal study
that exposed $125 billion in administrative
waste in its business operations amid fears
Congress would use the findings as an ex-
cuse to slash the defense budget.
—WASHINGTON POST, DECEMBER 5, 2016

NOW THEY UNDERSTAND 
ECONOMICS
LOS ANGELES—Actors in this city’s
small-theater scene got a raise this
month—to the minimum wage. But some
performers aren’t happy about it. . . . 

But a group of vocal supporters or vet-
erans of 99-seat theaters, including area
theater owners and actors Ed Asner and
Ed Harris, sued Actors’ Equity this year,
saying the minimum-wage requirement
would force small theaters to close.
—WALL STREET JOURNAL, DECEMBER 26, 2016

THE NEW NORMAL?
Trump’s announcements followed his as-
sertion last week that he had saved 1,100
jobs in Indiana through a deal with air-
conditioning company Carrier. . . . 

The chief executive of Carrier’s parent
company confirmed that it had made the
deal in part out of fear.

“There was a cost as we thought about
keeping the Indiana plant open,” United
Technologies chief executive Greg Hayes
said. “At the same time . . . I was born at
night but not last night. I also know that
about 10 percent of our revenue comes
from the U.S. government.”
—WASHINGTON POST, DECEMBER 6, 2016
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